
How to Schedule all of the Structural Foundation Thicknesses in one Column 

Issue:  You want to be able to have the foundation thicknesses schedule under one common 

column. 

If you are familiar with structural foundations in Revit you know that each of the three different 

foundation types have their own parameter that controls the thickness.  Of these three 

parameters only the parameters for the wall foundation and the slab are scheduleable out of the 

box.  We can create a shared parameter in the isolated foundation and set it to be equal to the 

Thickness parameter (as shown below), but we will still end up with three columns in our 

schedule.  

Our schedule at this point looks something like the image below.  Three columns, telling us the 

same information, in three different locations. 

 

Solution:  The parameter copy tool from the Imaginit Revit Utilities. 

We want to tie all of these different parameters to one common parameter.  In order to do this, 

you will need the Imaginit Revit Utilities installed.  These will show up on the Add Ins tab on the 

ribbon. 

 

  



Process: 

In the Isolated Foundation Family 

1. Open the Isolated Foundation Family and select the Types icon from the properties 

panel on the ribbon  

  
2. In the Family Types dialog under Parameters select Add

 
3. In the Parameter Properties dialog select Shared Parameter and then pick on Select 

 
4. If you don’t already have a shared parameter file you can create on, or browse to it if one 

already exists.  In the Shared Parameters dialog select the Edit Button 



 
5. Create the following parameter and then Select OK and OK again.  Verify that parameter 

is highlighted in the Shared Parameters dialog box and select OK. 

 
6. Verify your  information matches the dialog below and then select OK 

 
7. In the Family Types dialog in the Formula box to the right of Footing Thickness type in 

Thickness (parameters are case and spelling specific) 

 



 

8. Save the family and load into your project or template. 

 

In the Project 

9. From the Manage Tab, select Project Parameters 

 
 

10. In the Parameter Properties dialog select Shared Parameter and then pick on Select 

 
11. In the Shared Parameters dialog select the Edit Button 

  



12. In the Edit Shared Parameters dialog box select New under Parameters 

 
 

13. In the Parameter Properties box fill out the following information.  Select OK, then OK 

again. 

 
14. In the Shared Parameters dialog verify that Common Thickness is the highlighted 

parameter.  Select OK 



 
15. In the Parameter Properties dialog make the following selections.  Select OK and OK in 

the Project Parameters dialog. 

 
16. Create a schedule that includes all three of the parameters that determine the thickness 

of the foundations as well as the new Common Thickness parameter.  Your schedule 

should look something like the one below. 

 
17. Go back to a plan view where you can select the Foundation Slab in the model. 

18. From the Add Ins tab on the ribbon select the Parameter Copy tool 

 



19. You should see the following dialog open and Structural Foundations is the pre-

highlighted category, Select Next

 
20. From this dialog box we will select the Parameter we want to Copy From and Copy To 

and then select Next

 



21. You will need to repeat this process for all three types of foundations. So for the wall 

foundation you would select Foundation Thickness to Common Thickness and for the 

isolated foundation you would select Footing Thickness to Common Thickness. 

22. Now your schedule will look similar to the one below. 

 
23. You can now remove the other parameters so all that you have is the Common 

Thickness. 

   
 

 

 

 


